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For decades, AI researchers have searched for a 
representation of knowledge that is most useful for 
machines

DARPA Machine 

Reading Program



Limitations of knowledge graphs

Human supervision

Schema engineering

Predefined class o relations

Difficult to extend to more data

Incomplete







The KILT benchmark

5 task families
11 datasets
1 knowledge source
3.5M datapoins

kiltbenchmark.com
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Knowledge Discovery

● Making sense of world knowledge remain complex and demanding tasks.

● A researcher working on a new hypothesis still needs to read through literature, write 
notes, mentally connect the dots

● A knowledge worker needs years of experience, research and reading to spot a novel 
correlation

● Abundant data often includes conflicting points, necessitating careful analysis and 
verification.

● Can machines to assist humans in navigating, interpreting, and verifying world 
knowledge? 



YES, they can!



Wikipedia Verifiability

● Verifiability is a core content policy of Wikipedia!
● Claims that are likely to be challenged need to be backed by citations.
● Finding relevant sources is a difficult task. 
● Many Wikipedia claims do not have any references that support them.
● Even existing citations might not support a given claim or become obsolete. 



Ensuring Verifiability

The task of ensuring verifiability of Wikipedia is titanic!

Expert editors currently rely on the work of volunteers:

(1) identify and tag claims likely to fail verification by performing fact and 
reference checks between the wikipedia claim and the cited source;

(2) provide assistance by suggesting replacement for a failed verification citation 
with a reliable source that corroborates the claim

At the time of writing, over 500,000 statements on Wikipedia are marked as 
“Citation needed”.



Verify Wikipedia



Verify Wikipedia



We can build machines to help knowledge-workers

In the paper, we show that a machine can assist Wikipedia editors with both tasks:

- discovering problematic citations and 
- improving their verifiability. 



SIDE



Side demo verifier.sideeditor.com



Results (Wikipedia users)





Propose Wikipedia edits

Timo Schick, Jane Dwivedi-Yu, 
Zhengbao Jiang, Fabio Petroni, 
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Model



Peer process

○ Trained on Wikipedia edit history 
(7M datapoints)

○ Retrieved supported documents for 
each edit using the Verify Wikipedia 
pipeline

○ The plain is given by the comment 
associated with the edits in 
Wikipedia
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Results





Summary

● AI can assist humans in knowledge discovery and creation
● It is time to build those machines!

We are hiring!
https://samaya.ai/careers
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